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Solvent Replacement Wipes.
+PLUSeries® Solvent Replacement Wipes
are specifically designed to replace the use
of acetone & other toxic solvents in your
work environment, greatly reducing your
exposure to harmful toxic chemicals.
Learn more at:
Phone: 800.FABTECH
Web: www.fabtechsystems.com
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BULLDOG TOOLS® New Price on
Lamination Kit!
Our four hole lamination adapter
#10 Kit (#FHLA-10K), is now
proudly being offered at a new
lower price of $48.00! This kit includes one #FHLA-10, anodized
aluminum lamination plate with
threaded ¾-16 threaded center.
One #TP5, threaded plug with
one-way expulsion valve. Also included are four attachment screws. Kit is rated for 300 lb.
At Bulldog Tools, you’ll receive straight forward and honest business practices and it is our goal to provide you with the
best products in the industry, at the best price! Bulldog supports
you by attending state and national meetings for over 17 years.
Stop by and see us at the next meeting and check out our new
products!
GENUINE U.S.A. MADE - HIGH QUALITY - LOW COST
For more information contact Bulldog Tools at:
1-877-962-0205 www.BulldogTools.com

ALPS Flex Sleeve

INTRODUCING:

ALPS New Flex Sleeve (SFX) is a new seamless
knitted construction. It features ALPS HD Gel
which has a relatively firm nature and provides
maximum comfort while providing a great degree of control. The SFX has a 30° pre-flexion
which allows for ease of bending and reduces
bunching behind the knee.
ALPS
800.574.5426
www.easyliner.com

PRIME

• Accommodative Orthotics
• Functional Orthotics
• AFO Gauntlets
• Richie Braces

• FREE Shipping BOTH WAYS!
• Standard Mods Included!
• Satisfaction Guaranteed!
• Many choices, options!
• Made in the USA
• Free casting tape included with
each outbound shipment of
gauntlets or Richie Braces

In-house turnaround time
of 7-10 business days!*
*Richie Brace is 15 business days

www.acor.com
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See our ad in this issue
for more information
Call Toll-Free

800-237-2267 option 2
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Motion E2 Elbow from
Motion Control
Motion Control, a Fillauer Company, is
now distributing the former Hosmer E2
Electric Elbow. Renamed the Motion E2
Elbow, it is available in four colors and two
sizes (Large and Medium). The Motion E2
Elbow is a lightweight electric elbow that
can be used with simple switch control,
or proportional myoelectric control. It is
small enough to be used by adolescents
or smaller adults. Forearms can either be
prefabricated, or custom fabricated from
Fillauer Central Fabrication.
For more information, contact
Motion Control at 801.326.3434 or
MotionInfo@fillauer.com.
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Cascade Dafo’s Updated Dafo 5
Offers Improved Fit, Functionality
Cascade Dafo, creators of the original
DAFO® (Dynamic Ankle Foot Orthosis), has updated their custom-fabricated, UCBL-style DAFO 5 foot orthosis.
Lower dorsal trimlines help the insert fit
better in the shoe, and the distal trimlines allow for optimal toe-off.
The new standard toe shelf trimline
is more flexible, with the plastic shell trimmed proximal to the
1st met head, and distal to the 5th, transitioning into a dense
foam sole. It’s also available with a full-length shell trimmed
distal to the toes.
The DAFO 5 Softy® features the same trimline options,
with a full-length soft foam liner for comfortable control of feet
with sensitive boney prominences.
Both styles are excellent solutions for patients who require more
control than a shoe insert but don’t need the support of an
above-ankle orthosis.
For more information, visit
cascadedafo.com/products/dafo-5.
Helping Kids Lead Healthier, Happier Lives®

Endolite Introduces EchelonVAC for
exceptional control and comfort.

Thuasne USA Now Selling the
Eclipse Universal Cervical Collar

Optimal socket connection is
critical to an amputee’s comfort, security and stability. By
pairing Biomimetic Hydraulic
Technology with an elevated
vacuum system, the design of
EchelonVAC works to create a
secure and comfortable socket
connection.
• Biomimetic Hydraulic Technology with integrated elevated
vacuum
• No power required, quiet gentle operation
• Lightweight, compact design
• Low Build height
• E-carbon springs for efficient energy return
• Split toe design for ground compliance on uneven terrain
• Weatherproof
When used in conjunction with a Silcare Breathe liner, the vacuum is applied directly to the residual limb to further enhance
the connection between the limb and the socket.

Townsend and Quinn Medical
are pleased to introduce the
Eclipse Universal Cervical Collar.
The Eclipse advances the cervical
collar with innovative ergonomics, high strength, and superior
adjustability. The simple height
adjustment allows for easy fitting
with fifteen settings for precise
positioning. And the unique snap
closure system allows patients to consistently replicate the clinician’s initial fit. The products are PDAC approved for L0172
and L0174, and Thuasne USA is the exclusive distributor of the
eclipse collar to the O&P industry.
Contact your Thuasne USA representative for a product
demonstration. Please visit ThuasneUSA.com for more
information on Thuasne USA products and programs.

For more information contact Endolite at: 800.548.3534 or
visit endolite.com

OandPNews.com
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Endolite Introduces Breathable
Liner Technology for Drier Skin
and Socket Security

Unloader® Knee Braces by Össur –

The Silcare Breathe Silicone Liner
features laser drilled perforations
to allow moisture to escape, resulting in drier skin and a healthier environment for the residual
limb. Managing moisture in this
way helps to reduce the damaging
effects of friction and improve comfort and control.
• Stretch Zones – seamless technology provides bi-directional stretch to improve comfort and contouring and reduce
shear force on the knee as it flexes.
• Laser Perforations – Optimally sized pores, distributed
uniformly along the length and distal end of the liner
permit the escape of air and moisture.
• Tendresse Finish – A lower coefficient of friction that
standard silicone reduces shear stress on the skin.

Unloader knee bracing: a proven biomechanical solution for a biomechanical problem. More than 15 clinical studies demonstrate the efficacy of Unloader technology.
With medical guidelines requiring conservative treatments prior to surgery, why not
try a non-invasive, non-pharmacological,
clinically-proven option first?
Building on more than 25 years of experience, Össur has developed an OA knee
bracing product line with a variety of both
custom and pre-fabricated options, for all activity levels and
body types. Össur continues to introduce new technologies that
improve comfort and pain relief.

Clinically Proven to Reduce OA
Knee Pain

Learn more at ossur.com/oa-solutions

For more information contact Endolite at: 800.548.3534
or visit www.endolite.com or silcareliners.com

LEAP Balance Brace
Hersco’s Lower Extremity Ankle Protection (LEAP) Brace is designed to aid
stability and proprioception for patients
at risk for trips and falls. The LEAP is a
short, semi-rigid AFO that is functionally
balanced to support the foot and ankle
complex. It is fully lined with a lightweight and cushioning Velcloth interface.
Easily secured and removed with 2 Velcro
straps and a padded tongue.
Visit Hersco.com for more info or call the lab toll FREE
(800) 301 8275.
www.hersco.com

AFLEX the quality alternative
solution for your Flexure Joints.
Now available 3 styles of thermoformable orthotic joints for custom AFO’s.
AFLEX are polyurethane ankle joints
that are reinforced with Kevlar Braid.
The Kevlar braid provides superior
protection from elongation & joint fracture. AFLEX joints
align perfectly without binding.
AFLEX joints are conveniently packaged with all you require for
custom joint fabrication (Joints, molding dummies, posterior
stops x2, screws, washers & technical fabrication instructions).
AFLEX Soft joints for static patients
• 3 sizes
• 1 durometer
• Complete with 2 molding dummies, hardware, 1 rear stop
AFLEX Reinforced joints with Kevlar Braid. Straight shape
• 2 sizes
• 1 durometer
• Complete with 2 molding dummies, hardware, 2 rear stops
AFLEX Dorsi assist with Kevlar braid
• 2 sizes
• 3 durometers
• Complete with 2 molding dummies, hardware, 2 rear stops.
• AFLEX – The COMPLETE range of orthotic joints
Nabtesco & PROTEOR in USA – 855.517.4414
www.nabtesco-proteor-usa.com
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SPS Now Offers K2 Kits
On May 1, 2017, SPS launched
K2 Kits for both AK and BK patients. The AK2 Kit includes 2
liners, 1 foot, and 1 knee. The
BK2 Kit includes 2 liners and 1
foot. Each kit ships in one box
from SPS inventory.
Plus, SPS customers can save
an additional 5% when they
order online.
To learn more, visit Spsco.com/kits or call SPS customer
service at 800.767.7776 ext. 3.
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Pro-Flex® –
Less Load, More Dynamics™
The Pro-Flex family keeps growing.
Introducing Pro-Flex XC Torsion
and Pro-Flex LP Torsion, feature
an all-new, durable torsion shock
module to absorb rotor torque and
impact forces. Help your patients
restore lost rotational capability and
lessen the risk of joint damage by
reducing shear forces while improving socket comfort. Pro-Flex XC
Torsion and Pro-Flex LP Torsion are also Unity® compatible.
Learn more at ossur.com/proflex-family.

Grace Prosthetic Fabrication
Components Are a Cut Above
the Rest…

NEWLY redesigned 1210-S2 (plate) and 1210-S2V (valve).
Sleek double bore, notched tie-in-plate the 1210-S2; with
its counterpart our royal blue 1210-S2V suction valve NOW
Available!
At only $30 for the plate and $30 for the NEW suction valve
they are a tremendous value!
Order yours today directly by calling 1-800-940-5347 or
email grace@gpfinc.com and get your FREE CUSTOM
Foot bottle opener/ valve key!

*While supplies last!

Copper Cloud Diabetic Socks
Apex Foot Health Industries introduces copper cloud diabetic socks. Feature-Rich Socks
Marry High-Content Copper with Abundant
Protections and Comfort.
Ideal for helping protect against diabetic ulcers, Copper Cloud socks are designed to promote dry, odor-free feet while delivering ultracomfort. Manufactured from premium-quality
yarns containing the highest copper content of
any sock on the market, Copper Cloud’s antifungal and anti-bacterial properties are unmatched. Copper is also
known as a healing-agent that stimulates improved circulation
and softer skin.
In addition to its copper benefits, Copper Cloud’s features
include: a seamless design that curbs ulceration; moisture wicking for drier feet; ventilated airflow for temperature control;
non-binding for improved circulation; heel and forefoot padding for added comfort; light arch support to relive achiness;
Y-heel and toe construction for a perfect fit.
Copper Cloud socks are available in four sizes, three styles
and two colors (black and white.)
Copper Cloud socks are available at www.apexfoot.com/
coppercloud. To order call 800-252-2739.
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